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INTRODUCTION 
Since the introduction of programable devices, their 
availability has been severely limited to: 
j those who can program or are willing 
I 
I and able to learn how; 
those who can pay someone to do 
the programming for them; 
those who can take advantage of 
preprogrammed packages. .L 
Although historically access to programmable devices has 
been simplified considerably by the introduction of higher 
level languages, operating systems, etc., there still - 
exists an elite of users determined by aptitude, extensivs 
training 3nd money. Declining costs of the devices them- 
selves  have made them available t o  an ever widening segment 
of society; however, true democratization rests on the 
elimination of the programmer. 
The programmer-analyst acts as an intermediary betwe& 
user and nechine. In mzny respects his function resembles 
that of the high priest in a cultfc religion, As long as 
the uninitiated must turn to him to intercede on their 
behalf, programmable devices will remain a mysterious and 
vaguely threatening force in society, This work therefore 
i has a s  its ultimate aim the democratization and demystifi- i 
i cation of t h e  device. 
ANALYSIS O F  THE PROBLEM 
L e t  us continue t h e  cultic analogy. I t  is  c l ea r  t h a t  
i n  many such r e l i g i o n s ,  it is not the p r i e s t  himself who is 
c e n t r a l  t o  the man god re la t ionship  but r a the r  the know- 
. . 
ledge that the p r i e s t  possesses. Assumedly, man does not 
communicate d i r e c t l y  w i t h  his god because he doesn' t  know 
how. H i s  god demands a spec i f i c  form of address which only 
the p r i e s t  has mastered. The p r i e s t  provides him with t h e  
formalized made of  behaviour appropriate t o  the message 
which he wishes t o  convey. This behaviour, of whatever 
fom, r e f l e c t s  h i s  needs, be they pen i t en t i a l ,  supplica- 
t i o n a l ,  o r  o f  some o the r  nature. I n  a s imi la r  vein, the  
user approaches t he  programmer-analyst with a "messagev 
which he vrishes t o  have conveyed. The user  would comuni- 
c a t e  directly w i t h  t h e  computer i f  he could, but  he doesn ' t  
know how. H e  therefore  asks t he  programer-analyst t o  pro- 
vide h i m  with a formalization of his problem--one which is  
acceptable t o  the  computer. One nus t note,  however, t h a t  
the progra,mer-analyst's knowledge i s  not simply a catalogue 
of syn tac t i ca l ly  co r rec t  statements; he a l s o  o f t en  under- 
takes the c r u c i a l  task problem analysis. The importance 
of t h i s  2oin-t w i l l  bscome c l e a r  a s  t h i s  paper progresses. 
We can now see t h a t  t he  program is a formal embodiment 
-3- 
of a user's message, or let us say, concept. We must now 
look more closely at two things: 
?)-how the concept is communicated from 
1 
I the user to the programer-analyst. I 2) how the programmer-analyst uses I this concept to construct a program. 
I t 
Coaiunikation Between ---- the User and the Programmer-Analyst 
The process which is to take place is the teaching of 
i a coxcept to a student by a non-professional teacher. In this strdy the teacher is the user and the student is the I progr2n~er-analyst- By assuming a non-professional teacher 
(i-e., a non-programmer) we infer that the user knows w b a t  
I he wants dona but has never formalized the process in the i sense of a systematic analysis of the problem. He is 
1 capable of demonstrating what he wants to have done given an 
I 
appro2riate facility but hs may not be skilled in analysis 
or comwlication. As a result he is likely to change his 
procedure f r o 3  exaxple to example v~ri.thout specifically 
explaining why, The effectiveness of this pracess depends, 
therefore, on the ability of the student to take an active 
role, He must be able to identify tht point at which he 
f fails to contime understandinz--i.e., tha point at which 
t the teacher has msde some logical leap from the student's 
w i l l  extract  missing information merely implied i n  the  
statement of the  problem. 
Since it i s  our intent ion t o  eliminate the programmer- 
analyst a s  intermediary, h i s  function must be taken over by 
the program.able device. The device milst be able t o  accept 
information d i rec t ly  from the user i n  a form natural  t o  him 
and must be able t o  e l i c i t  missing information. 
We have sa id  t ha t  the  user i s  a t  l e a s t  capable of de- 
monstrating his concept. The programer-analyst often takes 
advantage of t h i s  a b i l i t y  by asking the user t o  give some 
exarn2les of what he wishes t o  have accomplished, This pro- 
cedure obviates the necessity of  an analyt ic  approach on 
the  pa r t  of the  user and generally reduces coxrnunication 
problems. The programmer-analyst takes note of the examples 
and coztpares one t o  another. If he notices a t  any t i m e  t h a t  
one exanple deviates fron another one, he asks the user why 
the  difference exists .  Tlus although the user has fsiled 
i n i t i a l l y  t o  point out the  reason f o r  a crucia l  change i n  
procedure, the programer-analyst has been able t o  account 
f o r  it. Basically, the  act ive part icipat ion o f  the prog- 
rammer-analyst reduces t o  making three statements: 
7 )  Show m e  w h a t  you want t o  do. 
2 )  That's not what you did l a s t  time. 
3) Why did you change procedure? 
The model described herein uses analogs of these three 
statements. It contains an input section which accepts 
examples from the user in a forn! natural to him; it contains 
a comparison section which searches for changes between 
examples; and it contains an interrogatory section which 
actively requests information to account for unexplained 
inconsistencies. Note that underlying this approach is the 
a s s u ~ p t i o n  that the user will be able to explain any appa- 
rent inconsistencies which are discovered and that ulti- 
mately no such anomalies will renain. 
There seems to exist a similarity between this approach 
and t h e  TOTE unit (test, operate, test, exit) which Miller, 
I Galanter, and Pribram use as a model of most h u ~ a n  problem 
solving. The first test corresponds to statement two above, 
The operate phase corresponds to statement three. The com- 
parison of examples is now carried out again to determine 
whet'ner the contradiction still exists; if it does not, the 
intake portion of thz method is concluded corresponding to 
the exit element of the TOTE unit. 
I Miller, Galanter, and Pribrzm, Plans -- and the Structure 
,of - Behaviour, Holt, 1960, New York 
At the conclusion of the intake phase the proposed me- 
thod uses the information it has gleaned to construct a 
program embodying the user's concept. 
Construction of Program 
In analyzing the nature of the given problem, a graphic 
representation of programs has proven useful. Of the vari- 
I ous equivalent forms available, I have found the tree struc- 
ture to be the most appropriate. In this structure, the 
i nodes of the tree correspond to control statements and the I branches correspond to computational statements, When only 
one branch extends downward from a node, the control state- 
ment is wconditional ; otherwise, the flow passes through 
one of t h e  possible branches based on a decision made at the 
node. 'de will ignore unconditional nodes i n  this study and 
instead focus in on the investigation of conditional ones, 
We will also limit ourselves to the investigation of binary 
trees in which exactly two branches extend downward from 
each node. . 
Since a program is the embodiment of a concept, a 
concept may be graphically represented as a tree. Each 
endpoint of that tree represents a subclass of the concept, 
1 The endpoints define a partition of the concept into 
the user falls into one of these subconcepts. Therefore in 
order to reconstruct the complete concept, the user must 
provide at least one example for each endpoint of the tree. 
It is then a matter of taking the union of these branches to 
arrive at the fully grown tree. A description of the algo- 
rithm to achieve this union follows in the next chapter. 
DESCRIPTION OF TREE GflOT:lTH P-LGORITHM 
-- 
There are two individuals involved in the communication 
1 .  process, the teacher and the student (the user and 'the prog- 
rammable device). The first example given by the user 
1 becomes the first approximation of the tree. Its structure f is trivial; it has no nodes and only one endpoint. Its 
only branch represents a list of computational statements 
1 
f which are always t o  be performed on the same constant data. t 
The student remains passive because there can be no contra- 
d ic t ions  at this point. ! 
As the secone example is entered, the student compares 
I each statzment to its counterpart in the first example. 
1 Compzrison is made on two dimensions, operand and operator. I A difference in either dimension is sufficient to initiate 
1 the cperate phase of the TOTE unit. Let us assume a new 
operazd has been entered in the second example. Since, as 
we noted above, all operands in the first example are 
! asslmed t o  be constants, the use of a new constant must be t accounted for. There are two possibilities which the 
i student will examine: 
1 
A )  The conflicting operands are not 
i really constants but rathsr they 
1 . are variables. i 
2) The conflicting operands are indeed 
constants and the user has neglected 
to explain the basis upon which the 
two different constants were chosen. 
To deternine which hypothesis is true, the student need 
only ask t'ne question, "constant or variable?" The method 
of posing this question depends on the facilities available. 
L A programer-analyst will ask the question verbally; the 
coz~uter siwdation used in this thesis asks the question in 
print; a programmable calculator could ask it by locking its 
keybozrd except for the two keys labelled constant and 
varia3Le. 
If the answer to the question is "variablett, the stu- 
I dent takes note that operands in this position in t'nis exam- I ple m d  all future ones are variables and need no longer 
agree. The seco~d example can then be continued. If the 
answlr to the question is vconstantfl,  the student can 
assuae that a node in the tre-e has been reached and that he 
1 
I 
must grow a new branch from this node. The old branch , 
% emanating from the node will represent subconcepts of the 
z same type as the first example, and the new bFanch will 
a 1 represent those similar to the second example. As we noted 
earlier, nodes correspond to conditional statements kn a 
program. Thus "growing the treew means inserting a condi- 
tional control statement immediately preceding the noticed 
change in procedure. 
We will assume that the condition which is tested to 
determine flow of control is of the form 
A op B 
where A is a significant variable whose value is being 
tested, op is a relational operator such as =, and B is a 
p i v ~ t  value which splits the universe of possible values of 
A into two zutually exclusive partitions. For example, 
SPEED = 30 
is a cor,<ition in which SPZED is the significant variable, 
= is the relational operator, and 30 is the pivot value. We 
will also assume that the significant variable is one which 
has already made its appearance earlier in the tree. 
The student must now identify the three constituents of 
the conditional part of the control statements, To do this 
he will begin to question the user abbut each variable which 
appeared earlier on the tree, including the intermediate 
results obtained from the carnputational statements. Of each 
one he will ask, "Is this the one that madr you change 
p r ~ c e d u r e ? ~ ~  The programer-analyst will pose the question 
verbally; the present simulation displays a variable in 
p r i n t  with a question mark folloviing it and waits  f o r  a yes 
o r  no answer before proceeding t o  the  next one; a program- 
able  ca lcu la to r  could again lock its keyboard and display 
the var iab les  on i t s  screen i n  the  same manner as t h e  simu- 
l a t i o n .  
the  student has iden t i f i ed  the s ign i f i can t  var i -  
able he can proceed t o  ask f o r  the  pivot  value. If the 
pivot  value i s  a constant ,  it can be entered d i r e c t l y  by 
the user  ; i f ,  however, the  pivot  value znother var iab le ,  
the student can continue presenting var iables  from t h e  po in t  
a t  which hi! l e f t  off. Again, t h e  programier-analyst w i l l  
pose t h e  3;uestion d i r e c t l y ;  t h e  simulation p r i n t s  t h e  s t a t e -  
ment n2KTS.i9 PIVOT VALUEI1 and waits  f o r  a response ; the 
prograaiable ca lcu la to r  could lock a l l  operator keys except 
the g ivo t  value entry key and require  the  user  t o  enter h i s  
pivot  value. 
i 
The l a s t  piece of information required i s  t h e  re la -  
t i o n a l  operator. The prograrmer-analyst asks f o r  it d i rec t -  
i l y ;  the  simulation p r i n t s  the statement IIENTER RELATIONn and 
waits f o r  a response; and the  progranmable ca lcu la to r  could 
1 again use the  s t r a t egy  of locking appropr ia te  keys. The 
i 
i student can now compose t he  condit ion which should r e s u l t  
stant from the second example on different branches. 
3 
3 
The student would now enter the third phase of the TOTE 
unit--the retesting phase. Does the condition described by ) 
the user actually place his two examples into two different j 
subcategories? If not, the student can only say something 
equivalent to "Sorry, but you're not doing that you told me 
you're doing. Try another explanati~n,~~ If, however, all 
goes well, the fourth phase of the TOTE unit is entered, the 
exlt phase. Tize student now realizes he is on a new branch 
of t h e  tree and has no comparing to do. He accepts whatever 
is described to him by the user. 
Xe have discussed what takes place if the student 
notices a difference in operands which are both determined 
to 5s constants. If instead the difference is in operators, 
i 
the procedure is identical to what takes place following thet 
F 
uconstant or variable?" question: the student assums that I 
$ 
he has reach~d a node and asks the necessary questions to ' 1 
produce Yne conditional control stztement at the node, 
Xe no-& see thst although we spoke earlier of cons- 
tructing the tree by the union of its separate branches, we 
are doing something slightly different. Instead of merging 
the identical beginnings of the examples, we are actually 1 ! 
growing tha  t r ee  as the examples are presented. The tree 
grows cotemporaneously with example presentation. In other  
words, the  student expands h i s  knowledge of the  user's 
concept as it is presented to him. 
All succeeding examples are handled in the same way as 
the  second. Men the current example reaches an already 
established node, the branch to bs taken is determined from 
Yle  appropriate, already entered variables i n  t h z  current 
exanple,, Then, when the correct branch is determined, com- 
parisons are made with the data on it. 
The resulting tree can correctly handle all exam2les 
entered by the user if the user has entered examples of  each 
subcor,-,ept. The tree can be said to be a faithful repro- 
duction of the user's concept. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As the accompanying examples show, the present model 
can successfully learn a user's concept on the basis of 
examples given by him. However, it has at least two dis- 
tinst problen areas. 
A major area for continued investigation must be the 
problem of learning that a loop is present in the userts 
concept. The problem has at least two facets to it. 
5 
i 
In the first place, the user may not know that his 
conzept contains a loop. In fact, he may not know what a 
I loop is. Xe night think of this p~ssibility as the student 
I looking ?or an entity or pattern for which no word exists 
in the user's language. The student and'user night be 
I speaking the equivalent of two different languages called 
analytic and Gestalt, Or we could account for this missing 
2 knotvleclge in anothe~ way. E. B. Hunt talks about Piagetts 
theories of mental capabilities being a function of rnatura- 
I tios. Hs says that the availability of concepts (e.g. ,  
looping) to individuals probably profoundly effects their 
t learning strategies. I would think that it effects their 
i 2 Hunt, E. B., Conce~ t  Laarnin.q an Information Processinr Problem, p. 1 6 8 , n  Wiley e( E n s ,  Inc . , 1962, New York 
concept teaching strategies as well. A frustrating break- 
down in communication is often observed between teacher and 
student when one of them is explaining or asking about soae- 
thing in terms which the other simply cannot relate to. It 
is not a matter of simplicity or complexity but rather a 
missing link, and in this case it is not necessarily a mat- 
ter of a logical connection which has been skipped. Asking 
about a loop would work with professionals in the elite. 
But what about everyone else? 
Perhaps a very simple example FV-ould make this clearer. 
Suppose that the user wishes to convey the concept "take an 
averago". He might begin by entering three numbers, total- 
ling them and dividing the sum by three. As a second exam- 
ple h e  might wish to enter four numbers, total them and 
divi5e by four. He will t r igger the operate phase of the 
TOTE unit as he enters his fourth number, and he wonlt be 
able to answer the questions posed because they are irrele- 
vant to what he is doing. What is his significant variable? 
Even if he had entered as his first variable the number of 
nuibers to be averaged, and thus had a significant variable, 
he would still have no pivot value. In order to have one, 
he would have to have a counter for the number of numbers he 
has entered so far, a most unnatural thing to have--unless 
of course you happen to be a programmer. The user might 
I . more likely to say that he is entering four numbers. One i cannot assume that he will understand what the programmer 
I means by entering a variable number four times. The unini- I tiated user will see four as an adjective, the professional 
I will see four as an adverb. This syntactic distinction I might turn out to be the key to t i e  problem. 
The second facet of this problem is in the area- of 
pattern recogition. Given that we have a tree which ccn- 
tair,s an ~r:wc;und loop in it, how do we go about recognizing 
it? Let us take the simplest case, the trivial tree with no 
nodes in it. Tne one branch represents a series of computa- 
tional statements. Let us represent them by the string 
abcabcabcabcabcabczb 
We now have several options for the pattern. It could be 
abc 
bca 
t cab 
abcabc 
bcabca 
cabcab 
abcabcabc 
bcabcabca 
cabcabcab 
How do we determine which is the correct one? In addition, 
I how do we determine the basis on which the loop continues to 
cycle? Given the first facet of the problem, can we ask the 
1 user in a way which is intelligible and yet does not presup- 
t 
i pose knowledge of a professional nature? At what point 
I would we ask the user, assming that we know what to ask? 
1 Cotemporaneously with the presentation of the examples as we 
did for the con6itional statements? At the end of each 
exaiaple? Or perhaps at the end of all example presentation? 
i Although I have given this first problem considerable I thought, I have not come up with a viable solution, M j j  I guess is <hat the best approach will be from a learning 
I theoretic and human engineering angle. Determine what ques- I tionz- would elicit the information needed without mentioning 
loocs and then find a way of aking those questions. 
1 Tne second problon area is the simple tedium of a 
3 entering a large n u ~ b e r  of exa~plzs necessary for complex 
concepts. Iihile this drawback does no damage to the theo- 
retic basis of the model, it is a severe limitation to 
practical implementation. The model attempts to alleviate 
this problem by prompting the user and thus relieving him 
P 
-V of some of the tedim; however, improved prompting algo- 
3 
rithms should be considered. 
The range of applications which the model proposed 
herein can handle i.s wide but still severely limited by 
the dual problems of looping and tedium; however, it can 
demonstrably produce a valid working program based on 
examples provided by a user. 
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i C 2 7 I ~13.13.?% Tfr-?Oil(;.? EXAi'PLF. 
4 C281 L 3 : + L 0 , . ? C l 3 + K ~ 1 7 + 2  
C293 L4 :+ ( J ! r41=0)+L5  
C301 +(Ief lRZ'AD 2,ZClb1).PLl,K+.Yr2,4! 
C311 +LO,.?+XC11+1 
C323 +(-TcflP?'.4-V 2,KC31 l f L 2  
C337 +CO,K+Kr27 
v 
VDU??PC3lV 
V DUkfP I ; J ; K ; L ; R ; S  
[ 11 A D I S P L A Y S  Izg BXAII!PL F. 
C21 + ( ( I < l ) v I > M ) + B R R l  
C 3 3 ' E X A I f f P L E  ' ; , 'I2 ' gF:'?T I 
- - t 4 1  K+O,O 
C53 L2:X+POIJlZ'BB X f l l  
r 61 RLBA-F p - ? - 4 ~ - q ~ n ?  
1 C73 + ( 2 < [ 1 1 = - 1 } 4 0  
r8] R ~ J ! I . T  3,y.@:""L9 -4Bfl:?_?Zn H g g ?  
C9! + < ~ O S ) < L + ( ~ S + ~ R . E ~ D  2,1<r23)1-?)40 
t 1.2 2 nC9.7C.Z ?3P W U L  LA-?Y OP-TRP TOR. 
C11I +(l=nLq+?.?TAP l , l f % ) f r , 3  
[ I 2 1  d+2,!3=',' ) / x o S  
C13J Z + Z x L - i  
1 Cl4l ' l ; ~ t ~ - ~ l ~ ' l + ~ r & l t s ; ~  C151 . ? T L Z + - ~ C J C L + ~ ~ ~ S  
[I61 LC:+52 
[37f I.?:? 
C183 +f.?z'ot)+L4 
[191 +Zc,?+O 
C201 ?.=.?I : ' I B T r A L I D  EXAYPLE NUId?BBR. ' 
V 
i 
i 
-25- i i v ~ r r r e r r ~ ~ ~  o V Rc??p?TZ-? BG ; I  ; PJ [I 1 nR99U.?!7.7 A ZFFO IF' IBPUT S T P I B C  COl.'TAI?Jt7 AN FPROP, Or2? I ERRISS  IT .?ET!JRJS I :  T3F @ P I S T T O R  OF Tr!F OPEAQATOR . C23 aT)P,W IS V.?CTOP OF R K C O G f l I Z F D  OPF.?ATORS. C3J RI 1.q .TP7llE'X O F  OF_ZP,?T0  ,.!? I!!PUT S T R I R C .  j [4] ROS?? I S  SET TO OZIR I P  OPE,?A.VD C0:"R.T FPFZO?! $ T A C K .  
t 153 + ( ~ ~ ~ . T + ( ~ C ~ ~ D ~ ? S ) / I ~ . T C ) ~ F ~ , ? ~ , ? + O ~ ~ ~ ~ + O  i [6] R T V E  O P T R A T O R  SEOULD FOLLOF? 411 QPE-?A??D. C71 R~II'IARY IS T.YE YECTOI! OF OPEPAPI),?S VHICr'l  UEED AN OPZPXC 
. I 
1. D. [a] + ( ( ~ = I ) A ( E G [ I I E ~ I ~ ? A R ~ ) ) + E R ~ ~  1 [91 R:?JUI! IS IrECTi3R O? TJ.4LTD ?YF!E!?.TC CVP.RACTER.7. C101 RN 7.5 Y.E? OPERAWD I?? L I T E p A L  FOP?!. 
I 
i 
[ill +(v/-(.?!+(I-1 ) + E C ) E ~ ? L ' ! ! ) + E R . ? ~  
i C121 +(I*oEC)+3'R2?4 
t C131 ~.??3T33?:Z P O S I T I O N  O? OPERATOP I N  I!?PUT STRIBG. 
[ Z k ]  +(-O.?!?+'u ? ~ i J ) f L 1  ,R+I 
El51 +o 
C231 L i  : + ! l ? a ? P I  11140 
C 17 I ' TOG '2 BY OPBRAYDS . R:T- FPI'TE-P. ' i Cis: +p-9 CIS? -??.?1 :-O , o 3 c 1 P R 0 ? J C  PUZBER OF c7PP!?ATORS. R E - E N T E P .  ' 
i CZOI -22,=2 :-+o ,oRct?r0 O?E;?LI!D., RE-FCTER.  
u , pff+'f  C V A A l D  i'!U?IB??TC CJlAPACTRP. RE-EBTER. ' C213 "?3:+n 
C221 Z.?:?4 :+0 ,pfl+'OPE.?ATOI? POT LAST S Y I f R O T , .  RF-??P?TE!?. ' 
i V S I 3 . 3  TTG C R 1 7 V ?1'3.??FC;ACC;ZG;R f C 11 'S?CT!l EETPK.?Il?C: FIPST Etld:'!PLB. ' 
i C 2 1 ~ 5 3 7  ACCU!VLA?OP T O  ZERO. I 
J [31 LC:S".4Cl!ctO \ 
i C Y ]  ACC+'C)'  
1 C 5 1 nC?S?. ?3 BEY PROGRAF! L.VD I m E X  F 1 L F . S .  
! [6] ' P W C '  A.VSCREATB 1 
3 
$ C 7 1 'I!7DZ:f ' A R S C E Z A Y B  2 
! C8 I a I G T T I A L I Z K  F I P S P  COIPPONBPT OF ..TACri. 
C9I ( 2 9 1 )  CAPPB!lD l 
C101 ( 9 . 1 )  3APP!?!!D 2 
[I?] L1:+('S?.7D'h.=3+TC+,CETL ' ' )+&2 
f123 +i 'C!? 'CEL'A.  =6+FC)+LO 
i 1 3  1 RR?TN,???S A ZERO SC.dLR-? F?PRB E P S O P  DETE'CTKD. 
C143 +(O=?+E!?T.T'R S C ) + L l  
Cl5l ~14 IS TZE POSITIOJ? OF THS OPERATOP I N  TZF: LITEPAL I?!?V 
T PTPI?!G. 
C 16 1 RAPPTCD T?!I-7 EXPl?ESS-IO?I TO Y7.5'. P , ~ O P K A f ~ 4  TL??EE. 
5 1 C171 ITEX!? R 
4 
i El81 +Ll [ I 9 1  nRPP??P T.rlE EFID OF B??Ai+lC? S Y : ' 3 0 L .  
~ 2 0 1  ~ 2 :  (-1 , ( ~ S I Z T  2 1 ~ 2 1 - 1 )  ~ ~ ~ P L R C E  I, cnsrxp I )t21-I 
v 
c6? +1.3 
L 7 3  I2:+('!??=1+GS?L 'DO YOU WA??I  TO TRY IT OUT?(?/N)?)+L3 
[ 8 1 ??I J ?P-?O G 
t 9 1  -7 
C l O ]  "-3 370 F 
C113 333C 

Vi'JEXrZGCff 1 Q 
V N E X T E G ;  J ; A C C ; R ; % ; X ; T E : ! i P ; E : " r ; ; B  
[ 11 n1.i IS  E%A;,fPLZ NU:.!BZ-? ! GLOSAL ) 
[ 2 ]  'EBTZRIITG EXAPPLZ ' ;!.!+!.f+l 
C3l STACK+tO 
[41 ACC+'Ot 
f51 J t 2 o O  
C6] LO:J+POl?lSRR 2 f J  
C71 &I :+(LO , L l + I )  CPPO?,'PT7 
[ 8 ]  + ( t E ! ? D t ~ . = 3 t . T G ) t L 1 4  
C9] + ( ' C A I J C . T L r ~ . = 6 + E C ) + X a  
Cl0 . l  RSNTFR .??FTV,Sr?rS A ZERO S C P L A  IF AfJ ??-?ROR I S  DETFCTSD I 
I? TRB T!?PVT S T R I P C .  
f i l l -  +(r)=-?+.T3!lm5R 3 C ) t L l  
E l 2 1  RIP T U I S  ,rS A DISPAAY REQECT, DO SO AJID TH.TN GET BEXf 
Ii"JPU2' M??!?. 
E l 3 1  +(ZCCFl= '!'It )+Xi21 
C 1 4 1  +Ll ,oDIS?LAY 
CI  51 Rar i I rs cowo$?.rnr nv~,/nm 18 FILE I O P  ~ X T  OPER.U!D rr! 
T U I S  3.?A!*!PLE. 
C i 6 f  9JC2 3 IS -?ELA2'EV CO1.!POJlBBT I?UMRRR Ill F I L X  2 .  
C17 3 o l f  d f  2 3  =-I, PRElfJOUS EXAEfPLES ENDED 4ERr7. CREdTE A ?!E 
W B?k3Cf l .  
[ I 8 3  2 - 2 i : + ! - i = l f J ) + ~ 4  
C 1 9 3  3:-? :?:fLLARY OPERATOR EXPECTED, 
C20 3 n3-?1? OPERABD CZECKS . . 
C 2 1 1  - + ( l = o X f O - T E A D  1 , 1 f J ) t f i 9  
f 2 2 1  9:-? /IPERA;?D IS A YARIABLE: C.7ECK PO FLrRTiiER, 
C 2 3 1  + ( C - O S K ) A * ~ ~ = X ~ ~ ~ ) + L ~  
C241 sCEECX Y9ETREZ T u I S  A STACX VARIABLE 
C 2 5 1  +(~2't%C23)fZ20 
C 2 6 3  + ( L 4 , L 2 )  [OSX+1] 
C 2 7 3  A?-? ?lE%lm OPE8AWD IS A COffSTdirT APln I S  TriE S A i i F  A S  ALL 
O? T.?Z PRBCEDIRG COiV*'7TA?IT~'i' , C.PRCK ??O FURT-rlER. 
C 2 8 1  5 2 0  :+( (3FI LAST i+cT)=EF'l(R-1 ) f  EC)+L2 
c 2 9 ]  +( ' C ' = l + C S ? ' L  'C0FTSTAPT O.? ?r?"l,?IABL3' ( C / V ) ? '  ) + L 4  
f 33 1 ~Cli.l?.:?C.?' Sk711r"CR TO rfA.?I/l,I?LZ If?i?-TCATOI1. 
E311  X C ~ I + * I ~  
C 3 2 1  L 2 : X + 7 , ( ( . ? - 1 ) 4 E G ) , ' , '  
C33I ((???AD 2,bC2f ),!'I nQlSPLACF 2,cTr27 
C341 nC???CZ n?F-?ATO.? C F X T ,  
C 3 5 3  L9 : + ( ~ ? ' ~ C P l t l + X ) f L 1 0  
r 3 6 1  + ( L ~ ~ , L ~ ~ , L ~ ~ , L ~ S , L ~ R ) [ * ~ . C O + ~ I R C [ : R ~ ~ ~  
C371 L2 2 :+LO , F T A C Y + i l ?  . W C )  ,STAC.Y 
C 3 8 1  L23:+LO ,STACJ:+lfSFACX 
C391 L ? 4  :+LO ,pACC+'O" 
C401 ,525 :-*LO ,STACi(+l~SPACk: 
[ 4 1 ]  R CYRCK FOR STACK OFBRAYD 
C423 L 2 6  : + ! - O S Y ) f L 2 8  
C431 TL7PP+ACC,,PCCRI ,, 1 E 1 5 . 1 0 1  nFPT 1.ESTACK 
C44l  +L27 
C45l  FITUPPP I A-?ITRI.!ETIC E X T P E S S I O ~ I  TN LITERAL  STRIJJC FOR!.!. 
C461 L28:Tl?!"P+ACC,ZGfJ?1 , ( R - 1 ) + B C  
C471 REXECUTE A N D  DISPLAY PEI..'P. 
C481 L27:?+ACC+XE? T E 2 P  
1 4 9 3  RSA?E PESULT 
[SO] L 3 0 : ( X + x ,  (ACC+, 'Z15 .10 '  CFI.I'T A C C ) , '  , ' )  9RKPLACB 1,IfJ 
C511 +LO 
C 5 2 1 ~RFGfi37-? OPE-?AYD I 9 F D  PPRYIOlfSLP ST0,?5D BECAUSE A RRAflC 
PO1lJ.T HAS BEEP REACIIED.  
[ 5 3 1  LIO:Y+7L?ZAD 1 , 1 + 6  
[ 5 4 ]  RC.??ZAT~ .? NEP BRA;?C.?. 
c 5 5 3  LG:+!O=T-T" J)+J7 [sfj] * C O A ~ ~ 3 ~ T ~ , 7 ~ '  
C571 +(-'.7?:5 ' A .  =3fEC)tL5 
C58j  -?+?.?-7.:Z i,J!+CqSIZl? 1 ) [ 2 7 - 1  
c 5 9 1  ??!!?+.?1%+1 
c 6 0 ]  -3[y-~'..'?]+-1 
C611 -? ?='?PLACE I ,X 
C623 -+S 
C631 L5 :.??'ZT R . 
C647 L"+irSRDth.=3+ZCcCETL 1 ' ) + L I Z  
C651 +( ' C A R C d T L 1 ~ . = 6 + ~ ~ ) f ~ 8  
C663 - ! L 6  , L S ) C l + O z R + ~ N T E R  BGI 
C67 I oZ.??,5? I!? SBTTIIJC U P  O F  COBDITIO??. 
C681 L 7 :  '-53ZS NOT TALLY WITH PAST i?XAI.?PLES. l 
C 6 9 1 s 31S_31.-4 Y EITE EXAI.!?L B.  
c 7 0 1  E2?,!= -I.' 
C71I RDPT,S?S !..",TI! UPIIAfi'PLE. 
C721 LB:,;I?Lfl"E M 
C733 +O 
C741 L I I : ( - ? , ( ~ ~ S I Z E  2 ) C 2 7 - 1 )  n R B P L A C F  l , ( n S I Z E  1 ) C  
21-1 
C7Sl +e 
C76I ~ 1 4 : + ! - - 1 = 1 + ~ ) + ~ 4  
P 

VPRIJ'ITPROGC~~V 
V f,?IilTP,POG;Z;STACk:;E;1;IF!;P;T;Y;P;Y;Al;.42;A3;A4 
C11 ACREATE STACZ O F  RRA1lC.Y POIflT,?. 
C2 I STAC-Y+r P+O 
C31 Z+(-Z=' ' )/Zc, 'O;OL1,13' IIFPT PIVOTS 
I Ft 2 5 0  p(50+tR+PROG;T;St,Z)950+rS+~T+O~ 
C 5 1  X+l 
C61 Z+" 
C71 LIl!+(ESIZE 1)[21 
[el LO :+(LII.:SK)+O 
[91 RBRANCP POIB!? Oa? LEAF? 
CiOI +( ' l= (L?+ ,E !?EAD I ,K)CiI )+&?A? 
t i 1  1 RREGULAB CO!??R@L 
C321 +(2=pi?)fLI 
~ 1 3 1  R S A ~  EFT B R A ~ C R  or? SSACZ.  
E l 4 1  Ll6:ST4!.CZ+STAC#,(T+C!REA9 1,.?+1)[1 31 ,? 
[15f nSET !fP CO?IDITlOi??.r?L S,mRL!'PI.!EI.?T. 
[ i s ]  +(A=!?C31)+L7 
[I?! Z+Z,'+/31,(,'13' C1FNT(l?C8!)+TC81<0) , (SP,T=I";D l,R),*Ot, 
( , 1 1 3 t  5 F E r ~ ! l T [ 6 1 ) + T C 6 1 e O ) , ( t ) + L t ) , , t 1 3 t  OFLfT TC1l 
, [ I 8 2  + 5 3  
[I91 57:2-Z,'+(',(,'E15.101 O F P "  TC7]),(!3?EFAD l,R),'O',(,*I 
3 '  5 - 3 . 7 ~ - ! T ( I T C 6 3 ) + T C 6 1 < o ) , I t ) + L t )  , , ' 1 3 '  OFMT TC11 
C201 5 2  :-!~Kll=-1)+~14 

VPRO!!PFI:Bl V 
V RcPROfIPT ; J! ; -V ;I 
C11 +(-lzlfJ)+Ll 
121 +(C,?*lfTG+,GETL 'EJJD ' ) + O  ,R+2 
C31 +L7,0EGttENDt 
143 Ll:Y+7RSLD 1,1?J 
C 5 3  RIS TPIS A NULLA-?Y OPEP.4TOR? 
C61 +(l<pY)fL2 
C7] +(CPzz+PG+,CSTL Y,' )4O,R+2 
C81 +(L8,L9,L10,L11)[ 's+o+~I:~~ 
C91 L8 :+56 ,S,"fiCX+(nFI ACC) ,STACV 
110 1 L9 :+L5 ,S?'ACK+t +:7?'ACV 
CIII L I O : + L S , ~ ~ C C + ~ O ~  
[I21 Ll? :+Ls ,S?ACl<+l@.TTACE! 
C131 nUBA.F?3PB-?A?OP.  C-QECX OPEWAND 
[I&! L2:+(L3,L4,L5)C'012t~YC2]1 
1151 nOPZ?A:79 13 A COBSTAF?T 
C15l L3:+(C?s:?ZC+,GPTL(lI+LLST 1+J),PCIl, t ' )+O ,R+ 
2 
C17f +L41 
1183 ~ O ? l - ~ . 2 - ' . ? 3  IS FRO!! STACZ 
[I91 SS :+I:-?*l+BG+,GETL 'ut ,YC13 , ' ' ) + O , I ? + 2  
C201 ~S~l,pX+,tE15.10' E.":!T 14STAC-Y 
C211 E ~ ? Z - = . ~ N D  IT A !fA.?IARLZ 
-- [ 2 2 ]  5" :d:-?Gc,CETL ' ? '  ,1+Y 
C231 +(~2=oI+(SGeOPRS)/tpEC)fO,.?+2 
c 2 4 j  .%.ECe.?U!!)?L41 
[ 2  5 1 'T.'-TrdLID l?Uf?ZRIC CYARACTRP. RE- E??TB-F?. ' 
1261 -ti;" 
C271 521:7+.4CC+768 ACC,VTII ,X 
C28j EC,"+,'315.10' IIIFYT ACC 
C291 =.?'?1.4CZ:(Y,%,' ,' ,ACC, ',I ZFTPLRCE 1,dCll 
C30I iF;C+l 
C311 L7:((SA?3AD 2,dC21> ,??) P R E P L A C E  2,7[21 
'7 
VSICCCI I v 
v ,j+SrG J;K;.Y;Z;S;3;T;2;Q;I!?;0;8;,"EII'F;[:1 ;S1 
C13 X + 2 p + O  
1 2 1  T,PI!P+B 
[ 3 I R J C  I I IS CO.?POi?ENT T?~II.IBBFI 3 . ~  O P ~ R A B D  AT annr?crl. 
C Q I  R-;:CII ::ILL : i ~ : r ~  V A L U E  or" C ~ . ' _ J I ) I ? E N T  .~~UI :FBR OF C o C s z c u Y r  
VZ OPEPA??DS . 
C 5 3  L l : + ( J i l ] = ( R + P O I I ? T E P  1 + X )  C 1 1 ) + 0  
C 6 l  RYKIP ZULLARY OPERAfO29 .  
C 7 3  + ( i = p Q + S D E A D  1 , l f A Y ) + L 1  
[BI r s 9 I s P L A Y  OPF:RA.VD A N D  ASK 1-7 IT IS SIC.VlFICt!I . I I7T.  
191 L5:+( ' Y t = l + G E T L ( O + L A S T  I+]!) , I  ( Y / C ) ? ' ) + L 2 , ? 1 +  1 0 
C l O l  R ~ I T P L A P  I f l T K R l f E D I A T E  RE'SLrL," ABD ASI (  I F  I," IS SIG??I-?IC 
AI?T. 
[ I l l  +( '?? '  = I + C Z T L ( O + L A S T ( - ~ - ~ . Y ) ) ,  ( . ~ ' / B ) ? ' ) + L i  , T I +  0  1 
~ 1 2 1  ~ 2  : ~ T Y ~ Y S + ~ I ~ O Y S , K + T I C ~ I = ~  
C ; 2 3  + ( ' ~ = J [ ~ ] ) ~ L ~ , B + T E ? P  
[ + ( O t F ) + L S  
[I  5 1 sP IS "33 POIBTEP YZCPOT F?PIC.? FPTCZDZS T!?F OPEPAi'!E. 
C 1 5 3  ?+?.?ZX3 1 , J f l l - 1  
1 1 7 2  s??'PZ.<C'Z I T  BY A 3-?A??CP POI!?Z'?!R. 
""-"n C18j  ! ( .:;:ils 1 ) [ 2 ] )  q-?ZPLACE 1 , 5 7 C l 1 - 1  
[ I 9 1  r ; - J  I.'; L I T E R A L  ST!?I?!C ,TT?RfSZ?TAlIOl!r OF PBI?OT 'JALC'Z. 
C 2 0 1  3 3 : ? + T J T L  'El!lmEEI PIYO? 7.4LYZ.I  
C 2 1 1  =,^S.'."X?Ii?G T??O OFE'RLI?DS? 
C 2 2 1  + ! ' z f = 1 + ? ) + L I O  
1 2 3 3  ~(v!-i'cBUb!)+ZRR3 
C 2 4 1  +i:<of+FFBI P+P)+ERRS 
1 2 5 3  T+?,3 
1 2 6 3  07 75 P I V O T  trALUC I M  ??U?!ZL?.TC FCR!?. 
[ 2 7 2 5 G : Zi-1 f GBTL ERTB:? .?TLA TIO!,'. ' 
C 2 8 l  +( -Zc-?g,?J?S )+BP??6 ,.?+O 
29 1 o 2 ZS CG'??DITIOT?AL EXPCZS.qI9?? I!? L I P E P L L  SPA?IPC POL?!t, 
C30! .93=Zi7.'! I"3P.T C n f l D I T I O b  1 5  L?11".?ZZ? TRUE PO? L.4ST EZAl!PLE 
*.*'57 2.D _TAl;'?r F c  LA;PT T,,.i?.''?JC /3I,'Ly. 
~ 3 1 7  ? r l ~ = ~  . . - .  , ' ) / I D ? + - - I + ~ c Q ~ + '  
c 3 2 1  ?+(!a?)>n!?'l)/?+??I 
f 3 3 1  Z + ' ( ' , 3 , % , ( ? + , ' E 1 5 . 1 O t  I??:?? / I + ( ( l + X ? E : " . D  2,.Y[ 
2 3 ) ~ 1 + 7 l P F A D  2 , J r 2 3 ) / ! 7 ) ,  I )  ,-' , Y , X , O  
[ 3 4 1  FIS T3 r/S?ll As .?!I,TTC3 2'0 1?;3ICrl.Y.T T;r?!.TC.'I ?,?/RC.Ff I,C: TRUE 
4!7D ?.?ICH I.? FAL.9-?. 
c 3 5 1  S + S + 2 x  ( A / X . F O  2 )  
C367 Z + ~ ( - ~ , E , X , ~ , ~ ) , ~ , Y , Z , ~  
~ 3 7 1  -b(o=C;+s+~/xzn ) + o  
(381 ~ 5 7 7  i /P 3NAi?CY IP00218A!?I0.?, 
C39l K C l l + ( ( ~ l C 1 3 = O ) x ( - ~ ~ C 1 1 ) ) + ~ ~ 1 [ l ] = ~ ) x ~ ~ ~ 1 ~  
C 4 0 1  X PAPPZ??3 1 
I [411 ((S+JC1Iy(QSIZE l)f23+1? ,(-5'OJC21,(GSIZE 2)[21),(lfP), K[lJ,4) DAPPE?ID 1 C421 (0,FO )RAPFEND 2 I 1431 +O,R+l 
I C44l L6:PcOPEAD l,B C4 53 eCHEC.? w.*?lCfl 3RAlrcR VJ.7 TAKT:? 
C46I Yt(PC1 23\JC11)-1 
t471 J+PCY+1,3 1 
C481 PCY+? ,3l+(nSIZE 1)C21,0 
C491 P n;) ,T.PLACE I ,S 
C50J +L3 
C 51 1 ERP3 :+L3 ,pZ+'IBVP_LI.q ??UPBRIC C9AF?ACTEB. ' 
C521 ERR5 : + 3 3 , p l + ' O F , P  T/P.LUE OflLY.' 
i 
E531 E.?PS :+Sq ,~JZ+' I??VALID OP??.?ATO?. ' 
C 5 + 3  L10 :."+,-?t 11 
cs51 +("lCl!=l)fL12 
t s s !  LII:+(~~:I=(X+POI~TT-~ I+I?)CTI)+O 
C5?] RSZTP --.'::ZZLPY OPERATORS 
C 5 s 2  +(?=3s--!.?-ZAD 1 .??ClI).?L11 
C591 gDIS?J.$Z OPERAND A D D  ASK I? I T  IS SIGI!I,ZICABT. 
C60j L:4:-{'Y'=lfCETL!Y+LnST PTl!),' (P/fl)?')+Ll3,Sl+ 1 O 
C611 s 3 1 S 3 L A Y  INTERFIZDIASE RESllLT A B D  ,4SK IF IT I S  S I G i V I F I C  
E.g? 
C621 Z12:+( 'T'=l+GETL(Y+LAST(-!?[:I)) ,' ( Y / N ) ? '  )fLlI,Sl+ 0 
1 
. , . -, -9 E633 P:.MA= r" A TWO ELE?EBT IfZCTOP POINTI I?C  TO SECOfJD SIGPiIF 
f C-<?TT O P F E A N D .  
C641 Z13:7fY 
C653 ~?73~S+PIYUTS,PCll+.~4,C13=0 
C661 + L G  , ? + O , ? ? C l l + ( ( ~ i ~ 1 ~ = 0 ) x ( - ~ ) ) + ( ~ 1 ~ = ~ ) ~ ~ [ 1 ]  
t671 5 7  :?+?-?TAD 1 ,B 
C e -  C681 ( ( : ! s i Z T  l)C21) CIPEPLRCY 1 , R  
C69l j L . 3  
APPENDIX I1 
PROGmi FL071CHA3TS 
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APPENDIX IV 
FILE DESCRIPTIONS 
The file PROG is tied to 1 and is composed of four types of 
conponents: 
I Pointers 
If Operation Traces 
111 Relations 
I V  Branch Pointers 
TY?Z I: Pointers (numeric) 
Tke first elezent of the conponent is a pointer vihose value 
is 5 7 2  nrt-,>?- of the comjpnent in file PROG which contains 
the z z x t  sss2nt of the trace. It is generally tne next 
compcz~r,: in the file. A value of minus one for this point- 
. - -  
er irt:~z:zs t na t  the  end of the trace has been reached, 
The sszznl element of the conponent, if it exists, is a 
poin"?? -~-k=se value is the number of the component in file 
1~~ ..+ H-,,"-~ : --- contains significant information relating to t3e 
next s%gz?n t  of tho trace (see the description of the INDZX 
file). If the second element is missing, the first element 
indisa$es a branch point at the n e x t  point in the trace. 
TYT3 11: Gperation Traces (alphab~tic) 
The first element is an operator. If the operator is null- 
ary, there are no more elements in this component. 
The second element, if it exists, indicates the type of 
operand used with the operator. A value of zero indicates a 
constant operand; a value of one indicates a variable oper- 
and; a value of two indicates a stack operand. 
The remainder of the component is composed of pairs of 
strings of indefinite length separated by commas. The first 
string of each pair is the literal representation of an 
operznd used with this operator; the second string is the 
literal representation cf the result obtained from the 
oper3tor and the aforemsntioned operand. There are as many 
operand-result pairs as there were examples which passed 
thro:sh this trace. 
TYPE It: : FLelations (alphabetic) 
The or27 2lernen-t of this component is the relational opera- 
tor in-;sl-:?d at a branch point. 
TYPX Ti: 3~anch Pointers (numeric) 
The firs' four elements of this component correspond to 
type I coz23nents discussed earlier. The first pair of 
ele~snts are the pointers of the true and false paths of a 
trace. That is, if the value of the conditional statement 
is true, the trace continues at the component number whose 
value is contained in the first element of the pair; if 
t h e  value of the conditional stateinent is false, the t r a c e  
continues at the component number whose value is contained 
in the second element of the pair. A value of minus one 
indicates  t h a t  the end of a t race has been reached. The 
fifth element of this component points to the closest 
preceding nonbranch point i n  the t race-  
m e  next two elernezts of t'nis component correspond to the 
second elemeat of type I data ~ib.ea true and f a l s ~  values 
are respectively obtained for the conditional statement. 
A value of zero is equivaleiit to the non-existence of this 
elenent,  
Tks sixth eLtz2n-t of the comgonsnt points to the first 
op2rond .br?iich participates in the conditional. If value 
of -cks ?oir:?r is positive, the operand is indicated; if it 
. . is ncJ--9--" 
- =e -- 4 - , the result is indicated. 
The ss-.-sz53 and eighth elenents of  the component poin t  t o  
the sz:?zl operaad participating in the conditional. If the 
eigh: tlsz3nt is 3 zero, then the value of the second ope- 
rant I s  givzn i n  the seventh elexent; i f  the eighth element 
is x z - z e r o ,  it points to an operand within PROG, As in 
elezant six, if it is posi t ive,  the pointer indicates an 
o~srz::S; if it is negative, it indicates a result. 
.!The file I?UTD3X is t i e d  t o  2 and i s  composed of only one type 
Each component consists of a list o f  nmbers.  These ma'ilbers 
correspond to the example nuiibers rapresented i n  the  opera- 
tion trace components of PilOG. 
APPENDIX V 
INPUT TO THl3 ?riODEL 
OPERANDS 
_Type 
constartt 
Descr ipt ion 
any type acceptable t o  APL 
indicates t h a t  t h e  t op  element of the  s tack  
is to be used 
indicates that  another program varizble is  
t o  b= used 
indicates t h e  example is complete 
in2icates the user wishes t o  erase the current 
e x a p l e  
Push t h e  accumulator onto the  s tack  
Po? t h e  stack--i.e., allow the  top  element o f  
the s tack t o  disappear 
Rotate the  s tack by one pos i t ion ;  t h e  top  
element goes t o  the  bottom 
Clear the  accumulator 
Display t h e  t o p  element of the s tack 
Add the operand i n t o  the accumulator and store 
the result i n  t h e  a c c u i ~ l a t o r  
Subtract  the  operand from the accumulator and 
s t o r e  the r e s u l t  i n  the accumulator 
Multiply the oyerand by t h e  accumulator and 
s t o r e  the r e s u l t  i n  the  accumulator 
Divide the  accumla tor  by t h e  o p e r a ~ d  and s t o r e  
the  result i n  the  accuz-ulator 
Raise the accunulator t o  t h e  power of the  
operand and s t o r e  the  r e s u l t  i n  the  accumulator 
Binary: 
4 Test whether the s ign i f i can t  var iable  is l e s s  
than the  pivot value 
1, - Test whether the  s ign i f i can t  var iable  i s  less 
than o r  equal t o  t h e  ? ivot  value 
= Test whether the  s ign i f i can t  variable i s  equal 
t o  the  pivot  value 
> Test whether the  significant variable  is  greater  
than the pivot  value 
Test rvhzther the  s ign i f i can t  var iable  i s  greater 
than o r  equal t o  the  pivot value 
T e s t  whether t h e  s ign i f i can t  var iab le  i s  unequal 
t o  the pivot  value 
NOTE: If ?he model prompts the user by p r in t ing  a nullary 
-
operzfc? o- an operand and unary operator ,  the user may 
respcz5 -gifh a car r iage  r e tu rn  which is equivalent t o  
acce;iir;g t'=?e prompt as t h e  next step i n  the example, o r  
nay 3vrri5s the proapt  by entering some other  va l id  com- 
putational s tep.  
APPENDIX VI 
F3OGRAM MESSAGES AND THEIR MEANINGS 
BEGIN ENTZRING FIRST EXAMFLS 
I n i t i a l i z a t i o n  of the f i l e s  i s  complete. The user may 
begin enter ing h is  exaaple. 
TOO PfljY OPERCINDS RE-EMTER 
A computational s t e p  has too  many operands i n  it. T h i s  may 
r e s u l t  from a blank o r  comma embedded i n  the operand. 
k?,SX!:S NU.'.B3? CF OPEFIATOIIS . RE-Z?TT33 
There mus3 Zs exactly one operator. 
NO 013-4T2, ;IE-ENTER 
A unay: :>erator has been entered without an operand. 
INVAL T5 I--'1E,PIC CK4RACTER. RS-ENTZR 
The ;;srzzC is an invalid APL constant. 
0p33 a m.-'. 7-r\m 
a. r- L .-L -4,- A LAST S343OL. RE-ENTER 
The cs2;-isztional s tep  is syn tac t i ca l ly  incorrect .  
;i~?f ;JI~R: EXAMPL~S(Y/N) ?
Asks i f  t he  user  wishes t o  enter any more examples. En- 
te r ing  the  l e t t e r  N ind ica tes  no; any o ther  response w i l l  
cause the model t o  expect another example. 
ENTERING EXAPIPLE xx 
Indicates t ha t  the model is  ready t o  accept t h e  next exzn- 
ple and t e l l s  the  user  which example is  about t o  be accepte?. 
Indicates the operator which the model expects next takes a 
variable operand. Waits f o r  an operand o r  an override. 
CC?~ISTA!lT C?. VARIABLE ( C/V ) ? 
Asks wheth2~ the operand which was just  entered i s  a con- 
stat  o r  2 -*-miable. Entering the l e t t e r  C indicates a 
respzss  o f  constant. Any other response will be inter-  
p r e t e i  2s a variable. 
C O ~ J ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 G  
The xszr zay continue entering h i s  example from the  point 
a t  wkich he l e f t  off. 
DO35 ?TCT TALLY WITH PAST EXAhlPLES 
I n f ~ ~ a t i a n  supplied by the  user  is  not cons is ten t  w i t h  p a s t  
ex=ples. The c u ~ r e n t  example w i l l  be displayed ' then dele- 
(YIN)? 
The model is displaying the  value o f  a variable operand used 
ear l ier  in the example and is asking whether it is the sig- 
nificant variable. The user may respond with the letter Y 
for yes or N for no, 
ENTER PIVOT VALUE 
The user nay enter either a valid APL constant or the letter 
alpha to indicate that the pivot value is another variable 
o?erand. 
'-75 D7-i .*-r.,. EP;*:&. &Ld- -L - -G. *  
The x s e r  is requested to enter the suitable binary operator, 
INVALZ3 ?TdT!SRIC CH-4R.9CTER 
Re-en~lr  ,he pivot value. 
Re-ezzer t k e  pivot value. 
I > . ~ , ? ; - ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ " i y ) ~  
3e -en t5 r  t h e  relational opera tor .  
DO YOV ':!ART TO TRY 1 T OUT? ( Y / P , ~ )  
The program has been created, The user may respond with a 
Y for yes or an N for no. 
EXAMPLE xx 
Precedes the  example being displayed. 
INVALID EXAIIFLE W E R  
A request was made to display  an example trhich doesn't 
exist. 

Hero's Algoritkim for t h e  Area of a Triangle 
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AJJY 1-?03E El{Al-!?L.TS (Y /T?)?E 
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S+I T+O 
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5 c 
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Do YOU T.IA!?T TO TRY IT O U T ' ? ( Y / f l ) Z  
A n Y  f.!OgZ ZXAiAPLZS ( Y / i 7 ) ? B  -
Calculation of the Final Temperature of a Mixture of Two 
Known Quantities of Ice and Water. Tem~erature and Mass 
of Container are Ignored. 
!!A I J J  
BEGIN .??i+J'l_mE?IC(: ?'IPS?' EXP.?TLZ.  
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END 
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APPENDIX VIII 
OTHE3 APPROACHES TO TE-Z PROBLEM 
Maw disciplines other than cornpouter and information 
science are attempting to grapple with the process of connu- 
nication and with its underlying structure. The various 
approaches used in these d.isciplines may help us come to a 
better understanding of the problem. 
The subject of tbis thesis was suggested to me by Dr. 
Job 7;'. Cerr 111. He described the problem as the induction 
of ?n ir,c=.rr?letely specified finite s- ta te  machine from 
trs;s= ~f --, output function (data or test operations) azd 
i n  , The finite state machine when induced was to 
be a k l s  ' 5  accept (generate) t he  language of all traces. 
In this r3esis the program output by the simulation is the 
finit? xzte machine which has been inferred from the traces 
left 2 ,  7% user on the programable device. 
X5kzugh it may not be immediately apparent, modern 
rnathsz?'i=al linguistics is deeply engaged in investigation 
of t55 ~ 2 ~ 1  2roblen. me notion of an acceptor o r  generator 
of vslid s5rings of a language hes been used by Noam Chomsky 
for natural lan- 
,-uage. Each native speaker of a language constructs a 
"grammarw which allows him to reco~nize and produce valid 
sentencas of that language. Chomsky presented three possible 
models of a grammar to account f o r  human language capabili- 
ties: a finite state grammar, a phrase structure grzmar, 
a transformational grannar, each one more powerful than 
its predecessor. The finite state grammar is directly 
analogous to the finite state machine above. Hot~ever, it 
is an inadequate grammar for tha systematic analysis of 
natural language since it cannot deal with dependencies 
holding between non-adjacent worc? (e .g . ,  who hesitates 
is lost). A phrase structure grzrnar is context free, It 
-
I s  gsnerslly represented in lingistic literature by tree 
s--Y--+ - 3 Zhornsky was dissatisfied with t h e  pol.isr of 
phrsse s:,--l:fure grammars in dealing with certain types 
of s---..--.. -  -LV L-a1 ambiguity in natural lznguage. He claims that 
i n  a :%r=tin sense transforrnatiorial grammars which are can- 
text zzzsFtive, are not o n l y  more powerful but simpler. In 
Mathezc~L:?l Models in Linquistics Maurice Gross outlines 
the t z s l =  zathematical concepts u~derlying Chomskyls tho- 
r ies .  :+=I  iscu cusses the  relationship between various types 
of F2=-3~ 2nd their counterparts in automata theory. 
(Tu-izz - ~zzhines correspond to rexriting systems, finite 
a x z x 2 t a  $3 K-grxmars, push-<own aatomta to C-gramzars, 
ron2eterzizistic linear boundzd aztornata to context sensi- 
tive grannars) 
Another approach to this problsm is through algebra 
and its relationship to automats theory. Any machine has 
an associated semigroup  heor or en in Binary Systems, McNaugh- 
ton Bruck). Carr has discussed in his Rotes on Languages 
and Semigroups a variety of reasons for approaching the 
problem of gramat ica l  inference from this angle, A de- 
tailed discussion of semigroups can be found in Introduction 
to Discrete Structures by Preparata and Yeh. 
One of the earliest attempts at solving this learning 
p r ~ > I ? n  :css xzde by E. 5. Hunt. It is his terminology whish 
I kzvs zszL  txtensively in this thesis. He analyzes conce2t 
lea~Z-7 -- 
--- -- - Icductive reasoning as the discovery and utili- 
zaticz ~f a classification rule, (recognition and generation 
by a - -zt:ar) He points out that concepts can be represen- 
ted as ~5;uential decision rules (trees) and investigates 
diffe-5x7 strategies for developing such trees under various 
c o n s t ~ z i - = s  uch as limited memory and under various methods 
of p~zaz.-:stion of sample strings from the concept. 
C* . i~?:s 2iscussion barely scratches the surface of the 
v a r i ~ x y  sf approaches tzken to solve essentially the sane 
-+r.oi-' ,, ,leZ--ir.cIuction, inferencz,  learni~g. T'crere is a short 
Sibli~grs~hy included in this thesis viliich can be used as 
an entry point into t h e  extegsive literature available. 
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